Some facts from matrix analysis
Here we list some definitions and results, mostly without proofs, which will be used in our lectures. Marks ♦ and denote the end of an exercise and a proof, respectively.
By a vector x ∈ C n we mean a column vector. Hence, the conventional inner product in C n can be defined as (x, y) = y * x, x, y ∈ C n , where y * denotes the conjugate of y. Let A ∈ R n×n . The set of all the eigenvalues of A is called its spectrum. By ρ(A) we denote the spectral radius of A, defined as ρ(A) = max{|λ| | λ ∈ spectrum of A}.
We now define some the following vector norms, called the 2-norm, the 1-norm and the max-norm, respectively,
The associated matrix norms, A = max x =0 ( Ax / x ), are (1.2) Note that A 2 can not be computed by an explicit formula. In fact, computing the 2-norm of a large matrix can be quite expensive. Thus, if we only need some norm of a matrix, we should avoid computing the 2-norm 1 . For any two matrix norms · α and · β the sharpest constant can be found such that for any matrix A ∈ C n×n holds A α C α,β A β . These constants are [21, Section 5.6 ] C 1,2 = √ n, C 1,∞ = n, C 2,1 = √ n, C 2,∞ = √ n, C ∞,1 = n, C ∞,2 = √ n.
(1.3)
A square matrix P is called a permutation matrix if its columns can permuted in such a way that the identity matrix is obtained.
A square matrix A is called reducible or decomposable if there exists a permutation matrixP such thatP
where the matrices A 11 and A 22 are square. Otherwise, A is called irreducible or nondecomposable [28, 29] . Irreducible matrices are most easily characterized by their directed graphs. A directed graph of a matrix A ∈ R n×n is a graph of n vertices, where there is a directed link (an arrow) from vertex i to vertices j as soon as a ij = 0. A matrix is irreducible if and only if its graph is (strongly) connected, i.e., there exists a directed path between any two vertices i and j [51, 28] . Theorem 1.1 (Perron-Frobenius theorem) Let A = (a ij ) ∈ R n×n be an elementwise nonnegative (a ij 0) irreducible matrix. Then (1) A has a positive eigenvalue λ which equals the spectral radius of A: λ = ρ(A); (2) the eigenvector x = (x i ) corresponding to λ can be chosen elementwise strictly positive: x i > 0, i = 1, . . . , N ; (3) λ is a simple eigenvalue. If the matrix A is only elementwise nonnegative then ρ(A) is an eigenvalue of A and the corresponding eigenvector can be chosen elementwise nonnegative [21, Theorem 8.3 
.1].
A matrix A ∈ R n×n is called weakly diagonally dominant if |a ii | n j=1,j =i |a ij |, i = 1, . . . , n.
( 1.4) If the strict inequalities hold here for all i, the matrix is called strictly diagonally dominant. A matrix is called irreducibly diagonally dominant if it is irreducible, weakly diagonally dominant and at least for one i the diagonal dominance inequality holds strictly [28, 29] . Theorem 1.2 [51, 28] A strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant matrix is nonsingular and has nonzero diagonal entries.
Exercise 1.1 Prove Theorem 1.2 for a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. ♦
A matrix A is called an M -matrix [47] if A = sI−B, with B being elementwise nonnegative (B 0) and s > ρ(B). If s = ρ(B) then A is singular and is called a singular M -matrix [22, 33] .
The following theorem can often be useful in establishing the property of being an M -matrix.
Theorem 1.3 Let A ∈ R
n×n be weakly diagonally dominant and let a ii 0, i = 1, . . . , n, a ij 0, i = j.
Then the eigenvalues of A have nonnegative real part and A is a possibly singular M -matrix. Note that B is elementwise nonnegative and it can be checked that B ∞ s.
( 1.5) Thus, from ρ(B) B ∞ follows ρ(B) s and A is a (possibly singular) Mmatrix. Furthermore, all the eigenvalues λ(A) of A belong to the set {z ∈ C | |z − s| ρ(B)}. Hence, we have Re λ(A) s − ρ(B). By the last part of Theorem 1.1, ρ(B) is an eigenvalue of B and, thus, s − ρ(B) 0 is an eigenvalue of A with the smallest real part. Hence, if it is known that A is nonsingular, for instance, by Theorem 1.2, then s > ρ(B).
Exercise 1.2
In the proof of Theorem 1.3 , check that (1.5) holds. ♦ A regular splitting of A ∈ R n×n is a representation [47] 
where P is nonsingular and P −1 and Q are elementwise nonnegative.
Theorem 1.4 [47, 33] If
A is a possibly singular M -matrix and A = P − Q is its regular splitting then ρ(P −1 Q) 1. The last inequality becomes strict as soon as A is nonsingular.
A matrix A = (a ij ) is called Hermitian if A equals its conjugate transpose A * = (ā ji ). If A = A T the matrix A is called symmetric. Real Hermitian matrices are symmetric. The eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix are real. SkewHermitian matrices (i.e., matrices A for which holds A * = −A) have purely imaginary eigenvalues. For every matrix A ∈ R n×n , its symmetric and skewsymmetric parts are defined respectively as 1 2 (A + A T ) and
A real square matrix is uniquely determined by its symmetric and skew-symmetric parts. Spectrum Λ(A) of a real square matrix A is contained in a rectangular domain in the complex plane,
where a and b are respectively minimum and maximum eigenvalues of 1 2 (A+A T ) and c is the spectral radius of
2 The problem we solve. Examples
In these lectures we discuss some matrix problems arising when the following initial value problem (IVP) is solved numerically. For given A ∈ R n×n , g(t) :
R → R n and y 0 ∈ R n , find a vector function y(t) : R → R n such that In Section 5.5, we also briefly discuss solution of a more general, nonlinear autonomous ODE system y (t) = −Ay − R(y) known as advection-diffusionreaction problem. Unless reported differently, we usually assume that A in (2.1) is such that its symmetric part 1 2 (A + A T ) is positive definite.
Example: unsteady convection-diffusion problem
Assume Ω ⊂ R 2 is a domain with a smooth boundary ∂Ω and L[u] is a linear differential operator acting on functions u(x, y, t) from some functional space, with t > 0 and (x, y) ∈ Ω. Consider the following problem:
(c) conditions on u(x, y, t) (x,y)∈∂Ω and its derivatives,
where the functionsg(x, y, t), u 0 (x, y) are given and u(x, y, t) is unknown. This problem is an initial-boundary-value problem because relations (2.2)(b), (2.2)(c) provide respectively initial and boundary conditions on the unknown function u(x, y, t).
Solving (2.2) numerically by the method of lines approach, we first discretize the partial differential equation (PDE) given by (2.2)(a) in space and then arrive to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
where the vector function y(t), y : R → R n approximates the unknown function u(x, y, t) at n discrete points (x i , y k ) ∈ Ω, the matrix A ∈ R n×n approximates the operator L[·], Aw ≈ L[u], and g(t) is a vector function, g : R → R n , whose coordinate functions g i (t) contain the valuesg(x i , y k , t), plus possibly some contributions from boundary conditions (2.2)(c). The boundary conditions are also taken into account by the structure of the matrix A.
We now describe two simple finite difference space discretizations (2.3) of a nonstationary convection-diffusion problem. This problem is given by (2.2) with 
and the subindices · x and · y denote the derivatives with respect to x and y, respectively. D i and v i are called diffusion and convection coefficients, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the domain Ω is convex and boundary conditions (2.2)(c) are homogeneous:
One of the finite-difference discretizations which we describe yields a matrix A such that L[u] ≈ Ay and 6) where A 0 and A 1 are the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts of A, respectively. In other words, the symmetric part of A approximates the diffusion terms, and the skew-symmetric part the convection terms.
Finite difference relations. Central differences
We introduce a uniform Cartesian mesh covering Ω and consisting of n points (x i , y k ) ∈ Ω. The mesh has mesh sizes h 1 > 0 in the x-direction and h 2 > 0 in the y-direction, i.e., x i+1 − x i = h 1 , y k+1 − y k = h 2 for all possible i and k. At each node (x i , y k ) of the mesh, we approximate the terms in L diff [u] by finite differences as follows
where the subindices (·) i,k refer to the point (x i , y k ), the subindices (·) i±1,k , (·) i,k±1 , (·) i±1/2,k , (·) i,k±1/2 refer to the points shifted from (x i , y k ) respectively by ±h 1 , ±h 2 , ±h 1 /2 or ±h 2 /2 in the x or y direction. Before giving the finite difference relations for the convection terms, we rewrite them in the following form [24] (see relation (2.5)):
The reason why we rewrite the convective terms in this way, will become clear a little bit later, in Exercise 2.2. Then, the finite difference approximations for these terms at the point (x i , y k ) are given by
(2.9) Combining relations (2.7) and (2.9), we can approximate the operator L[u] at each mesh point (x i , y k ) as follows:
The notation in (2.10) corresponds to the positions of the nodes of the finite difference stencil u i±1,k±1 with respect to the central node u i,k (u i+1,k lies to the East from u i,k , hence we write E i,k u i+1,k ; u i,k+1 lies to the North, hence we denote N i,k u i,k+1 , etc.)
Structure of the matrix
Written for every mesh point, the relations (2.10) can be combined into a matrix-vector product. Assume Ω = [0, 1] × [0, 1] and the mesh is given by
Writing the relations (2.10) successfully for the points (
, we obtain:
These relations, where u i,k = 0 for i = 0, i = n 1 , k = 0 and k = n 2 due to the homogeneous boundary conditions (2.2)(c), can be cast into the matrix-vector product form:
where we denote the matrix by A and the vector by w. The matrix A is five-diagonal with the main diagonal containing the coefficients C i,k , the suband superdiagonals containing respectively S i,k and N i,k and two additional diagonals containing W i,k and E i,k . Note that each node in the finite difference mesh corresponds to a row in A and we could use any order of nodes, when forming A. Thus, the structure of A depends on the chosen node ordering, see e.g. [35] for more detail.
Note that the coordinates of the vector w in (2.12) are in fact functions of the time t, they are approximations of the unknown function u(x, y, t) at the mesh points (x i , y k ). Replacing in (2.2)(a) ∂u/∂t by a vector of the time derivatives of the coordinates of w and L[u] by Aw, we obtain a system of ODEs (see (2.3)). Let us now assume that the property D 1 + D 2 > 0 which holds for all (x, y) ∈ Ω (see (2.4)) extends to the mesh in such a way that
It is not difficult to check that the graph of 
Upwind finite differences approximation
As an alternative to the central difference approximation (2.9) for the convection terms, we can also use the so-called upwind finite differences. As we will see in a moment, in this case it is not necessary to rewrite the convective terms v 1 u x +v 2 u y as done in (2.8). For the upwind finite differences we get the familiar five point stencil approximation (2.10) with different coefficients
As we see, now the convective terms do contribute to C i,k on the main diagonal of A. Hence, the contributions of the convective terms do not form a skewsymmetric matrix anymore (cf. Exercise 2.2).
Exercise 2.3
Show that the upwind finite difference approximation (2.10), (2.13) results in a matrix A which is an M -matrix. ♦ 11
Two other examples
In fact, many other problems and applications involve solving an IVP of the form (2.1). We briefly discuss here another two examples where (2.1) has to be solved. Both examples are taken from [40] . The first example is a typical problem from the control theory, namely, find the state vector function y(t) such that y (t) = −Ay(t) + Bu(t), y(0) = y 0 , (2.14) where A ∈ R n×n is the state companion matrix, u(t) : R → R m is the control function and B ∈ R n×m . The second example is a large group of problems where the concept of continuous time Markov chains is employed. As noted in [40] , this "successful and widely used way of modeling the behavior of many physical systems consists in enumerating the (mutually exclusive) states in which the system may be at a given time and then, describing the interaction between these states." Under certain assumptions the physical process under consideration can then be described by the Chapman-Kolmogorov IVP:
Its solution y(t) = e −tA y 0 is the so-called transient probability distribution of the Markov chain and the coefficient matrix A ∈ R n×n is called infinitesimal generator of order n, with n being the number of states in the Markov chain. Because of certain probability assumptions A is a singular M -matrix with zero column sums, i.e., 
Matrix exponential. Variation of constants formula
To analyze the IVP (2.1) and numerical methods for its solution, we need the concept of the matrix exponential, defined, for a given matrix A ∈ R n×n , by the power series
This definition is one of many possible definitions of the matrix exponential, see e.g. [18] . Proof Writing down the power series (3.1) for e −tA , we note that the terms in the series are bounded in norm by
Hence, the series converges and
3)
The rest of the proof is left as an exercise. 
The last relation is called the variation of constants formula.
Proof Multiplying the ODE system y (t) + Ay(t) = g(t) by the matrix e tA , we get
The relation (3.4) can now be obtained by integrating the last equality:
Stability estimates
The variation of constants formula (3.4) allows to obtain the so-called stability estimates for IVP (2.1), whose meaning is as follows. Consider, together with (2.1), a perturbed problem
where δ(t) andỹ 0 are given. Let ε(t) =ỹ(t) − y(t). We are interested in establishing stability estimates, i.e., estimates which show dependence of ε(t) on ε(0) and δ(t) . Since ε(t) satisfies
we obtain, using the variation of constants formula,
where we used the fact that for a continuous vector function f :
If we assume that there exist constants K and ω such that e
Exercise 3.2 Check that (3.7) is correct. Note that the factor (1 − e −tω )/ω is undefined for ω = 0. However, we can formally assign a certain value to (e −tω − 1)/ω for ω = 0. Which value should it be? ♦ For the stability estimate (3.7) to be useful, the exponential estimate (3.6) should be sufficiently sharp. Such estimates can be obtained in various ways.
Exercise 3.3 Note that (3.3) also fits the form of (3.6). However, this estimate is not very useful. Explain why. Hint: consider the scalar case n = 1 and matrices A = 1, A = −1. ♦ Assume that A is diagonalizable as A = V DV −1 (where D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues λ k of A being its entries). Then
Here κ(V ) = V V −1 is the condition number of the eigenvector matrix V . We see that (3.6) holds with K = κ(V ) and ω = min k Re λ k . If A is normal then κ(V ) = 1 in the 2-norm. However, if A is far from normal, so that a large κ(V ) makes the estimate above useless, or if the information on spectrum is unavailble then we need a different sort technique which we now consider.
Logarithmic matrix norm
To obtain more sensible exponential estimates of the form (3.6), we introduce the so-called logarithmic norm of a matrix A ∈ R n×n , defined as [23, Sect. 2.3] µ(A) = lim
where · is a matrix norm induced by some vector norm.
Exercise 3.4
Check that for τ > 0
The fraction under the limit in (3.8) can be shown to be non-decreasing in τ > 0. Indeed, for 0 < σ < 1 we have
Hence, the limit in (3.8) exists and the convergence is monotone.
Exercise 3.5 Is the logarithmic norm a norm? ♦
The definition (3.8) of the logarithmic matrix norm shows that this special norm can be interpreted as a one-sided derivative of the mapping · : R n×n → R, evaluated in point I ∈ R n×n in the direction given by A ∈ R n×n [10, Section 1.5]. The name "logarithmic" becomes clear if we note that for any
Indeed, for sufficiently small τ > 0, we have [10, Section 1.5] ln e τ A = ln
The importance of the logarithmic norm becomes clear from the following result [23] .
Proof Note that the last relation can be rewritten in an equivalent form
We give a proof for this last relation. First, assume that µ(A) ω. Then, for sufficiently small τ > 0, by definition of µ(A),
where t = kτ is fixed. Taking a limit τ → 0+ in the both parts of the last inequality, we obtain e tA e tω .
Here, for τ → 0+ and fixed t = kτ , (I + τ A) k → e tA because I + τ A is the transfer matrix of the explicit Euler method applied to y (t) = Ay(t) (see (4.1) with −A replaced by A).
Assume now that e tA e tω for all t > 0. Then
from which µ(A) ω easily follows.
The following result lists some more important properties of the logarithmic matrix norm.
Theorem 3.4
Let A ∈ R n×n and let µ(A) be defined by (3.8). We have
14)
where · is the norm which defines the logarithmic norm µ(·) and sign is the sign function.
Proof To prove (3.11), we write, taking into account that 1 + τ s 0 for small τ > 0,
Proof of (3.12) is left as an exercise. Next, the property (3.13) can be proven, using the estimate [26] 
Furthermore, (3.14) can be shown based on the fact that − A µ(A) A (see Exercise 3.4).
16
Finally, to see that (3.15) holds, we write
Exercise 3.6 Finish all the details in the proof of Theorem 3. 4 . ♦
Since the logarithmic norm is introduced for any matrix norm, in practice we may want to use a norm best suitable for a particular situation.
Exercise 3.7 Check that for the most often used vector norms (1.1) and associated matrix norms (1.2), the corresponding logarithmic norms can be computed as We now consider a more specific example, taken from [23, Sect. 2.3 ]. An IVP 17) models the two-way chemical reaction y 1
Exercise 3.8 Check, by diagonalization of A, that the exact solution of (3.17) is
where y 
This, due to (3.9) , implies As we see from Figure 1 , the last two estimates are far from being sharp for large t > 0. To get sharper estimates, we note that for any n × n matrix B holds (see (1.3) )
This yields the estimates
which show good stability properties of the problem.
Basic time integration schemes. Their stability
Let τ > 0 be a time step size and denote by y k a numerical solution of (2.1) at t = kτ , y k ≈ y(kτ ). Some standard numerical schemes for integrating (2.1) in time read
2)
called respectively forward (or explicit) Euler scheme, backward (or implicit) Euler scheme, and the implicit-explicit θ-method. For θ = 1 2 we get the implicit trapezoidal rule scheme, whereas the choices θ = 0 and θ = 1 yield forward Euler and backward Euler schemes, respectively. Note that the implicit trapezoidal rule scheme is also known as the Crank-Nicolson scheme, proposed in 1947 by Crank and Nicolson [9] .
Many time integration schemes for (2.1) with g ≡ 0 can be written as
where R(z) is some rational function. 
is called the stability function of the method.
Exercise 4.1 Check that the stability function of the θ-method reads
The name "stability function" becomes clear if we consider the set
Since, to have stability for the problem (4.4), it is sufficient to require τ λ = z ∈ S, we call S the stability region of the method.
The following result, used later, is called the maximum modulus theorem. A time integration method is called A-stable if its stability region contains the left complex half-plane C − = {z ∈ C | Re z 0}. A-stability means that the method applied to (4.4) with λ ∈ C − is unconditionally stable (i.e., stable for all τ > 0).
The question is whether this stability considerations for the scalar test problem (4.4) can be extended to the problem (2.1) for a nonnormal matrix 2 The following theorem answers this question. Then in the matrix norm corresponding to the scalar product we have
Proof [17, Sect. IV.11] To simplify the notation, the proof is given for −τ A replaced by A. Then for this new A we have to prove that R(A) max z∈C − |R(z)|.
It holds
Re(y, Ay) 0, ∀y ∈ C n .
Assume that A is nonnormal (otherwise the proof is left as Exercise 4.2). Introduce, for α ∈ C,
Note that A(1) = A. It is not difficult to see that
This shows that Re(y, A(α)y) 0, ∀y ∈ C n , holds as long as Re α 0. Hence, for Re α 0 the eigenvalues of A(α) also have nonpositive real part. Therefore, the rational function
where v is fixed, has no poles in Re α 0. From Theorem 4.1 it follows then
It can be checked that the matrix A(iy) is normal. Since the proof holds for normal matrices (see Exercise 4.2), we have
which leads to
Exercise 4.2 Prove Theorem 4.2 for a normal matrix A. ♦ Exercise 4.3 Check the relation (4.6) and normality of the matrix A(iy). ♦
To appreciate the strength of Theorem 4.2 and the elegance of its proof, let us now try to prove a similar result for a specific time integration scheme, namely, for the θ-method. It is not difficult to see that the θ-method applied to the problem (2.1) with g ≡ 0 reads
where the matrix Z = −τ A is introduced.
Exercise 4.4
Check that for any square matrix Z we have
For any vector norm corresponding to the chosen inner product and the induced operator norm induced by this vector norm, we then can write
where u = (I − θZ) −1 y k . The last relation can be rewritten as
with v = u/ u and ζ = Re(v, Zv) + i Zv 2 − (Re(v, Zv)) 2 .
Exercise 4.5 Show that (4.7) with the given ζ is correct. ♦
We thus obtain
where ζ is just defined. We would now like to get a bound on R(−τ A) by localizing ζ. It is natural to assume (cf. (3.9)) that
where µ 2 (·) is defined with respect to the same inner product operator norm.
Exercise 4.6 Propose a condition in terms of ω, θ and τ which guarantees that all the eigenvalues of the matrix I + θτ A have a positive real part. Under this condition the matrix I + θτ A is nonsingular. ♦ Using (4.8), we have in the estimate above
The last equality is due to the maximum modulus theorem. We proved the following result. 5 Operator splitting
Introducing splitting methods
The material of this subsection closely follows the lines of [23, Sect. IV.1]. One of the very useful concepts in numerical time integration methods is the socalled operator splitting. To understand this concept, assume we solve (2.1) with no source term (g ≡ 0) and
If ODE systems y = −A 1 y(t) and y = −A 1 y(t) are easier to solve than y = −Ay(t), then numerical solution of (2.1) after one time step, namely,
can be approximated by first solving the ODE system with A 1 and then with A 2 . More precisely, we successfully solve two IVPs 
Comparing the exact solution y 1 with the splitting solution y 1 split we see
Hence, the splitting introduces an additional error at every time step. The error committed at one time step started at the exact solution is called local error.
As we see, in the sequential splitting method the local error is
Since the local error is O(τ 2 ), the global error, i.e., the error after all time steps are done, is O(τ ). Thus, we see that the sequential splitting (5.2) 
Thus, the sequential splitting is exact in this case. If A 1 and A 2 commute but are not necessarily diagonalizable then (5.3) still holds, which can be seen from the power expansion of the matrix exponential. ♦
For two noncommuting matrices it can sometimes be very useful to express a product of their matrix exponentials as a single matrix exponential, i.e., to find, for given A 1,2 , such a matrixÃ that
The matrixÃ is then given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula:
The higher order terms in this formula are quite cumbersome but can be computed recursively [39] .
Second order splittings
The accuracy in the sequential splitting (5.2) can be improved if we repeat the splitting steps in the opposite order:
(1) a step for the subproblem with A 1 ; (2) a step for the subproblem with A 2 ; (3) a step for the subproblem with A 2 ; (4) a step for the subproblem with A 1 . More precisely, assuming again that the splitting subproblems can be solved exactly, we have at the first time step k = 1
It can be shown, after quite a few manipulations, that
which shows that this symmetric splitting is second order accurate. This splitting method was proposed in 1968 independently by Marchuk [27] and by Strang [43] . We call (5.4) Marchuk-Strang splitting.
Another second order splitting, proposed in 1963 by Strang [42] , reads at the first time step k = 1
Here, for simplicity of the presentation we again assumed that the time steps for subproblems are carried out exactly. Note that the substeps e −τ A 1 e −τ A 2 y 0 and e −τ A 2 e −τ A 1 y 0 can be computed in parallel. For this reason splitting (5.5) is called parallel or symmetrically weighted splitting.
Examples of splitting
In the previous section we used the matrix exponentials e −tA j , j = 1, 2, only to describe different splitting methods in a compact form. In practice, each of the splitting substeps can be carried out by any suitable time integration method. Of course, the splitting can be applied (and, indeed, is widely applied) to any system of ODEs
as soon as we have a splitting f (t, y) = f 1 (t, y) + f 2 (t, y). Simplicity of splitting methods makes them very popular. In complex mathematical models, they allow to treat different processes independently, in separate modules of the software.
To emphasize the versatility of the operator splitting concept, we now name just a few possible splitting methods applicable to the time dependent advectiondiffusion problem (2.3). 
Splitting with M -matrices
Let A ∈ R n×n be weakly diagonally dominant with nonnegative diagonal and nonpositive off-diagonal entries. As Theorem 1.3 states, A is then an (possibly singular) M -matrix. In some situations considered below, a splitting
can be useful, where M and N have the same properties as A, i.e., they are weakly diagonally dominant matrices with nonnegative diagonal entries and nonpositive off-diagonal entries. Such splittings are sometimes called replicative [3] . Consider the following implicit-explicit (IMEX) time integration scheme for solving (2.1):
The scheme can be rewritten as
We now give a stability result for this scheme. is stable, i.e., 11) and monotone, i.e.,
where the inequalities understood elementwise.
If N = 0 then all the stability and monotonicity estimates of this theorem hold for any τ > 0.
Proof For brevity, in the proof we omit the subscript · ∞ for the norms. By 
It is not difficult to check that I − τ N 1 provided (5.9) holds. Thus (5.10) holds and (5.11) follows. The monotonicity estimate results from the fact that (I + τ M ) −1 and I − τ N are elementwise nonnegative. Finally, the bound on the spectral radius follows from the observation that P − Q, with P = I + τ M and Q = I − τ N , is a regular splitting of the M -matrix τ A (see Theorem 1.4). 
Reducing the splitting error: Rosenbrock methods
In some applications the splitting errors can be rather harmful. This is often the case if the eigenvalues of the matrices A 1 and A 2 significantly differ, as for example in the stiff problems, where A 1 and A 2 may have eigenvalues of a different order of magnitude [41, 48] . In this case a nice alternative to splitting methods are the so-called Rosenbrock methods [49, 2] . Applied to a nonlinear autonomous IVP y (t) = f (y), 12) with f : R n → R n and y 0 ∈ R n given, a two stage Rosenbrock scheme called ROS2 reads
where −Â is supposed to be an approximation to the Jacobian f (y k ), τ > 0 is the time step size and γ > 0 is a parameter defined below. The Rosenbrock schemes in general and the scheme (5.13) in particular have a remarkable property: their consistency order does not depend on how well −Â approximates the Jacobian f (y k ). By applying the ROS2 to the Dahlquist test problem, it is not difficult to derive the ROS2 stability function. Then, for −Â = f (y k ), it can be shown that the ROS2 scheme is A-stable for γ 1 4 . Furthermore, one can show that the ROS2 scheme has a second order consistency for anyÂ [49] , [23, Sect. IV. 5.2] . ForÂ approximating the Jacobian as −Â = f (y k ) + O(τ ) this two stage scheme can be modified such that it has a third order consistency for a specific value of γ [23, Sect. IV. 5 .2], [25] . We note that Rosenbrock methods allowing arbitrary approximations to the Jacobian matrices are also called W -methods, see e.g. [17, Sect. IV.7] .
As already noted, an important attractive property of Rosenbrock schemes such as ROS2 is that they can be used as an alternative to the splitting methods. Indeed, since the matrixÂ can be chosen arbitrarily, we can takeÂ such that
with
For small τ this implies an approximation
and, hence, we refer to (5.14) as approximate matrix factorization (AMF). The concept of AMF can be traced back to papers [14, 1] and to classic work on alternating direction implicit (ADI) methods [32] . A combination of the ROS2 scheme with AMF (called ROS2-AMF) can then be employed instead of a splitting method with A 1 and A 2 [49, 45] . Here, in fact, the splitting is put from time integration to the linear algebra level. This approach has been successfully applied in time integration of advection-diffusion-reaction problems [49, 16, 48, 2] . If A 1 and A 2 in (5.14) do not commute, a strict stability analysis of Rosenbrock methods with AMF is a difficult task, with many open problems (see e.g. [49, 30, 7] ). For instance, consider an advection-diffusion-reaction problem (5.12) with 16) where A adv and A diff are respectively discretized advection and diffusion operators (cf. (2.6)) and R represents the reaction operator. A usual assumption is that the chemical species under consideration only react among each other if they belong to the same mesh position (the same mesh cell). Under this assumption the Jacobian R (y) is a block diagonal matrix, where the number of blocks equals the number of the mesh points. When applying (5.13) with AMF (5.14) to solve (5.12), (5.16) , it is reasonable not to include the advection terms to the matrixÂ because these terms are usually not large (one can call them "non-stiff"). Hence, they do not lead to a severe restriction on the step size of explicit time integration schemes. Not including some terms intoÂ effectively means that these terms are treated explicitly by the ROS2 scheme. Explicit treatment of advection is also advocated because it often yields a better accuracy than implicit treatment.
In opposite, diffusion and reaction terms are usually stiff and should be treated implicitly. Hence, we adjust the AMF (5.14) as follows:
I + γτÂ = (I + γτ A 1 )(I + γτ A 2 ), with
To study stability of the ROS2-AMF scheme (5.13), (5.17) for this problem, one might consider a test problem similar to the Dahlquist test problem (4.4), i.e.,
It is not difficult to see that the original problem (5.12),(5.16) can be reduced to this last problem under a strict and unrealistic assumption that the reaction terms are linear and all the three operators involved (advection, diffusion, reaction) commute. Alternatively, to study stability, we can consider a simpler, lower order scheme called ROS1 (one stage Rosenbrock) 18) where τ > 0 is the time step size. One can easily check that that for f (y) = −Ay the ROS1 scheme can be written as
This formula is known in Russian numerical literature as a canonical form of a two-level difference scheme, see e.g. [36, 37, 38] . If A is symmetric positive definite, and y A and S A are vector and matrix norms associated with A,
the following stability result (due to Samarskii) can be established.
Theorem 5.2 [36, 37, 38] Let A ∈ R n×n be a symmetric positive definite matrix and let B ∈ R n×n be a matrix such that B + B T is positive definite. The time integration scheme (5.19) applied to the ODE system y (t) = −Ay is stable in the sense that S A 1,
if and only if (Bx, x) τ 2 (Ax, x), ∀x ∈ R n .
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It is instructive to consider several examples to illustrate this result. First of all, for B = I the ROS1 turns into the Euler forward scheme. According to Theorem 5.2, the scheme is stable if and only if
which can be checked to be equivalent to
Furthermore, ROS1 with B = I + τ A yields the Euler backward scheme for which the stability condition
trivially holds for all τ > 0. Finally, the θ-method (4.3) corresponds to the choice B = I + τ θA and has the stability condition
This can be rewritten as
which holds for all τ > 0 provided θ 1 2 (this can be easily confirmed based on results from Section 4). For θ < 1 2 we can recast the stability condition into the form τ 2 (1 − 2θ) A 2 .
An enhanced matrix factorization AMF+
The ROS2-AMF method usually leads to a better accuracy for advectiondiffusion-problems than splitting schemes [48, 2] . However, in some cases the error of ROS2-AMF can be significant. This is by no means a surprise if we take a closer look at (5.15). Denoting the diffusion-reaction Jacobian A 1 + A 2 in (5.17) by A, we have
We see that the error in the AMF is small asymptotically for τ → 0. In a global air pollution model TM5 [44] , for typically used step sizes τ the eigenvalues of τ A 1 (diffusion terms) range in absolute value from 10 −5 to 10, whereas the eigenvalues of τ A 2 (reaction terms) range in absolute value from 10 −5 to 10 6 [7] . Thus, even though AMF works in this case, we can not expect that it provides a reasonable approximation to the true diffusion-reaction Jacobian.
As shown in [7] , the approximation of the AMF can be improved provided that the diffusion matrix A 1 is columnwise weakly diagonally dominant (i.e., the entries of A T 1 satisfy (1.4)) and permits an LU factorization of I + γτ A 1 without pivoting. Indeed, let I + γτ A 1 = LU be such an LU factorization and, furthermore, let the diagonal entries in the lower triangular matrix L be all ones (why is it possible?). Consider the following improved AMF which we call AMF+: 20) where A 2 = R (y k ) is the reaction Jacobian. For AMF+ we have
By applying the result of Exercise 5.4 (given below) to the LU factorization of the matrix I + γτ A 1 , we see that off-diagonal entries in L are O(τ ). Hence, the error of the AMF+ is O(τ 2 ). This result is again asymptotic and does not guarantee that the AMF+ error is bounded for realistic values of τ . As we will show now, L inherits columnwise diagonal dominance of I + γτ A 1 and, hence,
Thus, we have AMF+ error 1 γτ A 2 1 .
This makes the difference between AMF and AMF+ visible: the error of AMF+ is O(τ 2 ) for small τ but is bounded by a constant times τ for any τ > 0.
Exercise 5.4 Assume that the matrix A ∈ R n×n is such that the LU factorization without partial pivoting of I + τ A exists: I + τ A = LU , where L and U are respectively lower and upper triangular matrices. Furthermore, let l ii = 1, i = 1, . . . , n. Show that for all off-diagonal entries of L holds l ij = O(τ ). Hint: use mathematical induction on the matrix size n. ♦ We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3
If A ∈ R n×n is columnwise diagonally dominant and LU = A is its LU factorization with l ii = 1, i = 1, . . . , n, then L is also columnwise diagonally dominant:
Proof The proof is by induction on the matrix dimension n. It is not difficult to check the result holds for n = 2. Assuming it holds for n − 1, we partition A ∈ R n×n as
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Then we can partition the LU factors of A in a similar way:
The entries in the first column of L are l i1 = a i1 /a 11 , i = 2, . . . , n, and hence
Thus, we have diagonal dominance for the first column in L. We have
, and therefore, due to the induction assumption, L n−1 will be columnwise diagonally dominant provided A n−1 − la T U is columnwise diagonally dominant. A check that, indeed, A n−1 − la T U possesses this property is left as an exercise. Exercise 5.5 Finish the proof of Theorem 5. 3 . ♦
The assumption of this section that A 1 is columnwise weakly diagonally dominant is made because this property holds for the TM5 model [2] . Note that if the matrix A 1 is row-wise weakly diagonally dominant then we can adjust the definition (5.20) as
where LU = I + γτ A 1 is the LU factorization with u kk = 1, k = 1, . . . , n. For this modified AMF+ we have U −I ∞ 1 and AMF+ error ∞ γτ A 2 ∞ .
6 Krylov subspace methods for matrix exponential actions 6 .1 Krylov subspace and matrix polynomials
For zero source term g, the explicit solution of (2.1) is given by
An approximate action of the matrix exponential operator on the vector y 0 can be computed using the Krylov subspace framework [31, 12, 13, 8, 19] as follows.
Using the so-called modified Gram-Schmidt process it is easy to compute the matrices V k+1 ∈ R n×(k+1) and upper-Hessenberg 4 H k+1,k ∈ R (k+1)×k such that (see e.g. [35, 46] )
and
where v i is the ith column of V k , v 1 = y 0 / y 0 2 , H k,k is H k+1,k with the last row omitted and e k = (0, . . . , 0, 1)
T ∈ R k . The subspace spanned by the columns of V k is called the Krylov subspace and denoted by K k (A, y 0 ):
Using the just constructed V k and H k,k we can compute an approximation to (6.1) as
where e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) T ∈ R k and β = y 0 2 . Why can it be a good approximation? To understand this, we follow [34] and give a number of arguments.
First, the following result holds.
Lemma 6.1 [34] Let V k ∈ R n×k and upper-Hessenberg H k,k ∈ R k×k be the matrices as defined above. Then for any polynomial p j of degree j k − 1 we have
where the notation is as defined above.
For j = 0 we have v 1 = V k e 1 and, thus, the relation holds for j = 0. Assuming that it holds for a certain j k − 2, consider the case j + 1. Note that
Second, a well known fact is that if ν is the degree of the minimal polynomial of A then any power of A is a polynomial in A of degree not exceeding ν − 1.
Third, the following fundamental result holds (see [15] for a proof). where p ν−1 interpolates f on Λ(A) in the Hermite sense with the eigenvalues repeated according their multiplicities 5 .
We now assume that all subdiagonal entries in H k,k are nonzero, i.e., h j+1,j = 0, j = 1, . . . , k − 1 (otherwise, if, for some k, h k+1,k = 0 then the columns of V k span an invariant subspace of A). Hence, the geometric multiplicity of all the eigenvalues of H k,k is one and its minimal polynomial coincides with its characteristic polynomial. Therefore, e H k,k = p k−1 (H k,k ), (6.4) with p k−1 being the unique polynomial of degree k − 1 which interpolates the exponential function on Λ(H k,k ) in the Hermite sense with the eigenvalues repeated according their multiplicities. All this brings us to the following result. We note that the eigenvalues of H k,k are called the Ritz values of A and there is a lot of literature explaining why and how well the eigenvalues of A are approximated by the Ritz values for increasing k (see e.g. [35, 46] ).
An alternative derivation of the approximation
Following [8, 11, 5] , we finish this section by giving another derivation of the approximation (6.3). Assume we solve (2.1) with zero source term g approximately by projecting it in the Galerkin sense onto the Krylov subspace colspanV k . This means that we look for an approximate solution y k (t) ≈ y(t) such that y k (t) = V k u(t) and r k (t) ⊥ colspanV k , (6.5) where r k (t) is the residual of y k (t) defined as [8, 11, 5] r k (t) = −y k (t) − Ay k (t).
Substituting y k (t) = V k u(t) into y = −Ay(t) and noticing that V T k V k is the identity, we arrive at the projected IVP for the function u(t): 6) where all the notation is as defined in the beginning of the section. Note that u(t) = βe −tH k,k e 1 . Moreover, using (6.2), we can obtain an expression for the residual r k (t) which allows us to control the quality of the approximate solution y k (t). Indeed [8, 11] , r k (t) = −y k (t) − Ay k (t) = −V k u (t) − AV k u(t) = (V k H k,k − AV k )u(t) = (V k H k,k − V k+1 H k+1,k )u(t) = −h k+1,k v k+1 e T k u(t) = −h k+1,k v k+1 e This residual can be useful for different purposes, see e.g. [5, 6] .
For the inhomogeneous problems (2.1), i.e., with nonzero source term g(t), the Krylov subspace approximations to the matrix exponential can be employed in the framework of the so-called exponential integrators, see e.g. [20] . For these problems one can also use a projection on a single block Krylov subspace [4] , similarly to (6.5), (6.6 
